simply to see any one person or thing for very long, while in the country his sensi bility is not flooded or forced to delete in order to understand. To this we ought to add another comment of his, that poets (Hugoesque poets) are conservative about life because they want things to stay long enough for the poets to under stand them with full sensibility. And one more remark, published in the New American Review, should help toward fathoming the center of Hugo's sense of the world: poets need few things, he said, and among those are "a brief look at something most people ignore." Hugo's imagination hugs immutable starkness and seeks out, with awe, the locale of bare confrontations. The essential Hugoesque landscape is a beach, and the fundamental activity in it is the stare of a man at the alien sea. Run of Jacks is therefore not only his first book but his most basic one, for what occurs there is so radical that everything after it, better or worse, has not changed the lineaments of that act:
Your land ends at this border, water and stone, mobile in tide, diffuse in storm, but here. But if this is the radical image of confrontation it is not the exclusive one, and the beach is only, finally, a visible kind of boundary. The history of the North west has studded the landscape with the leavings of many men who stood up to the edge of things, with the cities behind them and the elementally foreign just at the end of their fingertips. There, trying to turn the foreign into themselves, they grubbed a bleak sustenance which might have built the bones of a city but might equally have gone nowhere at all (as in the great "Montana Ranch Abandoned" in a later collection). Men at the edge are finding a place to be, perhaps with the knowing pain of the clown at Cape Alava, often with characters at a more blunted stage of awareness whose sensibilities are as bleak as the lands they hold on to. Hugo finds these characters here and now, though he does not always find them alive or in anything like a pristine state. In fact, their ability to be found at all depends upon their insignificance: one remembers that this most conserva tive modern wants "a brief look at something most people ignore." What endures of man may well have survived because men neglect it. Sometimes the shreds alone are sufficient, for here a man has been, and if the men who were there knew less than the poet and his doubles know, what is left of those men?stubborn fragments that may be no more than the stumps of a burned-out booze hall?is left partly because they were too uninteresting for most curious stares. ("Graves at Mukilteo")
In "Schoolgirl at Seola" the stereoscopy is precise: To her a store has never been lethargic or built without durai.
Why should she believe the road to the natural, modes more obviously and externally active than those the fat man endured on the beach (his activity there was of an imagination looking for points of focus). In the Kapowsin poems many of the men doing the relating, when not the fat man himself, are the kinds of companions with whom he feels most at ease. This is to say that he is looking less for variety of experience than for possibilities within a special mode, his own, and on a special locale, the edge of a river. The confrontation has shifted from a beach at the margin of a (usually) unmoving sea to the bank of a river, flowing water which carries fish, flotsam and several possibilities of a kind of relationship which is as rich in its limitations as in its depth. Though there is far more in Death of the Kapowsin Tavern than river poems, it is that group which leads off the book and gives it its ground tone, a tone which never leaves, even in a framework of more civil things to which only limited access is possible. This is a difficult world for steelhead and for people. But, though the world may be nicer to steelhead than it is to people, it is nice to people because there are steelhead in it. Steelhead and jacks make Hugo's compassion gets into the world of his pained kind or the beauty of a place's stubborn oldness. He is an authority on a sort of hurt that people under go, and he knows that it is not landscapes but other people who are the enemies
